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	Title of the project: Interplay of cellular forces, adhesion and mechanics during colorectal cancer progression
	Lead: Elsa Bazellières
	co 1: Claire Valotteau
	co 2: 
	Abstract: Intestinal epithelial tissues are 3D layered structures that display a high degree of organization and characteristic cell shapes. All these properties rely on a complex interplay between cell polarity, junctional remodeling and the actin cytoskeleton dynamics that regulate the mechanical properties. During cancer progression, epithelial tissues undergo several changes. The surrounding extracellular matrix stiffens, while cancer cells loosen their intercellular adhesions and soften. How exactly intrinsic cellular forces and adhesion are coupled to cancer cell mechanics adaptation remain elusive. Within this project, we will study how colorectal epithelia with different genetic background adapt their epithelial organization, stiffnesses and forces in 3D model systems. These results will be compared with observations made on circulating tumor cells derived from patient with colorectal cancer, mimicking a more advanced stage of cancer progression.
	Keywords: cell mechanics, adhesion, force, intestinal epithelia, colorectal cancer, cancer progression
	Objectives: We want to (i) use hydrogel beads to investigate the mechanisms that couple cellular force generation to cell-cell adhesion strength, and (ii) study how these mechanisms are related to the evolution of cells stiffness during cancer progression.
	Proposed approach: This project will use colorectal cellular models that are already established and validated. Human Caco2 cells wild type and KO for cadherin or afadin have been generated (E. Bazellières, IBDM) and CTC44 and CTC45,   two circulating tumor cells lines derived from colorectal cancer patients, are available (C. Valotteau, LAI). Caco2 cells form healthy 3D intestinal cysts, while patient derived circulating tumor cells exhibit tumor (CTC44) and metastatic (CTC45) phenotype. The mechanical properties and adhesion forces of these models will be measured by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM, C. Valotteau, LAI), while the forces generated by the cells inside the aggregates will be measured with deformable hydrogel beads (E. Bazellières, IBDM). Beads will be coated with different adhesion proteins (cadherins, nectins, occludins) to study the influence of these cellular adhesion entities on cell mechanics and bead rigidity will be tuned to mimic the overall adhesion and mechanics of the surrounding cells. Actin and/or cadherins dynamics together with bead deformation will be imaged on a spinning disk confocal microscope. From the bead deformation, cellular forces will be extracted by using computational inversion methods developed by Matthias Merkel (CPT).
	Inter: The association between these 2 teams will bring together a strong expertise to address epithelial tissue organisation, force regulation and mechanical adaptation during tumor progression. EB has developed the force sensors, the biological tools and has the expertise in live imaging, while CV has a strong experience on both cell mechanics and cell adhesion characterization. In addition, Matthias Merkel will bring his expertise to achieve quantitative understanding of the forces underlying complex biological processes. 
	Expected profile: We are looking for a PhD student with a strong interest in collaborative and interdisciplinary research. Ideally, he/she should have some basic experimental skills (cell culture, imaging). Moreover, even though programming skills are not a must, they are a clear advantage. An interest in dealing with theoretical concepts is expected. The candidate will be given the opportunity to learn state-of-the-art experimental techniques (CRISPR/Cas9, microgels, AFM), image analysis techniques (image processing, mathematical representation of objects), and physical concepts (tensors, elasticity theory, spherical harmonics). The student will thus not only learn the full know-how required to achieve the project, but also acquire a versatile and solid toolset that will be useful for any kind of inter-disciplinary biophysical research.
	Project continuation: This project is a new collaboration between E. Bazellières and C. Valotteau that relies on the expertise in in situ force measurement within 3D epithelial tissues and AFM characterizations. It builds on a project in which Elsa Bazellières has implemented small force sensors to measure forces in 3D epithelial systems, with hydrogel beads coated with ECM molecule. Furthermore, this project will feedback an already running project at the LAI in which the he biophysical properties of circulating tumor cells and clusters are also studied by acoustic force spectroscopy in the context of an ATIP avenir grant.
	References: Gensbittel, V., Kräter, M., Harlepp, S., Busnelli, I., Guck, J., & Goetz, J. G. (2021). Mechanical adaptability of tumor cells in metastasis. Developmental cell, 56(2), 164-179.
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N. Träber, K. Uhlmann, S. Girardo, G. Kesavan, K. Wagner, J. Friedrichs, R. Goswami, K. Bai, M. Brand, C. Werner, D. Balzani & J. Guck (2019). Polyacrylamide Bead Sensors for in vivo Quantifcation of Cell-Scale Stress in Zebrafsh Development. Scientific Reports 9:17031 
Valentina Palmieri, Donatella Lucchetti, Alessandro Maiorana, Massimiliano Papi, Giuseppe Maulucci, Gabriele Ciasca, Maria Svelto, Marco De Spirito, and Alessandro Sgambato. Biomechanical investigation of colorectal cancer cells. Applied Physics Letters 105, 123701 (2014)
	3 references: Bazellieres E, Le Bivic André. Mechanoregulation of PDZ Proteins, An Emerging function, Methods Mol Biol (2021) 2256:257-27 
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